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THE AETHER

THE MARINO

Versatile, functional art, combined with  
the contemporary style of the fireplace. 
The Aether suspended fireplace is available as 
wood burning, hybrid or bioethanol fuel.

The luminous depth of this marine grade 
stainless steel fireplace is so alluring with its 
luxurious functionality. Combing not only 
excellent heat performance, but also precision 
for optimal control where the heat is directed 
into the room.
Suitable as an indoor or outdoor fireplace.

THE HEARTH

THE ELEMENTAL

Offers a modern expression of beauty 
and simplicity. 
The Hearth suspended fireplace is available as 
wood burning, hybrid or bioethanol fuel. 

The Elemental bioethanol fireplace is 
dramatically suspended with its square flue 
emerging from the ceiling transforming its 
aesthetic appeal in any space.
Suitable as an indoor or outdoor fireplace.
Bioethanol fuelled only.

Dimensions, Weights & Specifications

Firebox diameter  900mm
Firebox weight   55kg
Flue diameter  165mm
Flue weight  12kg/m
Standard bracket weight  23kg
Grate weight  12kg
Finished in heat resistant paint to 600oC

Dimensions, Weights & Specifications

Firebox length 950mm
Firebox weight 80kg
Firebox width 360mm
Firebox height 500mm
Standard bracket weight  20kg
Grate weight 12kg
Finished in heat resistant paint to 600oC

Dimensions, Weights & Specifications

Firebox diameter  900mm
Firebox weight   55kg
Flue diameter  165mm
Flue weight  12kg/m
Standard bracket weight  23kg
Grate weight  22kg
Finished in heat resistant paint to 600oC

Dimensions, Weights & Specifications

Firebox diameter  900mm
Firebox weight   55kg
Flue diameter  165mm
Flue weight  12kg/m
Standard bracket weight  23kg
Grate weight  22kg
Finished in heat resistant paint to 600oC



THE EVOLVE

The beautifully hand crafted Zentai has been designed to excite and captivate, 
while creating  a grand presence in any living space. Enhancing the ambience and 
warmth with functional style and a centre piece to be admired.

Suitable as an indoor or outdoor fireplace.Bioethanol fuelled only.

Dimensions, Weights & Specifications

Base diameter 900mm
Base weight     37kg
Hood height     1250mm
Hood weight     55kg
Grate weight     15kg
Finished in heat resistant paint to 600oC

The NEW Evolve is elegant and seamlessly refined with its slim silhouette.

The Evolve is an ideal solution for apartments, living areas with limited spaces.
Breathtakingly sophisticated with its proportional dimensions, featuring a 
pivoting 360 degree firebox, warming any space beautifully.

The Evolve was created to make life simple, creating sustainable luxury, ensuring 
premium warmth and comfort with the AB8 burner that has a superior heat output 
of 6KW.

Suitable as an indoor or outdoor fireplace.Bioethanol fuelled only.

Dimensions, Weights & Specifications

Firebox length 640mm
Firebox weight  18kg
Firebox width 300 x 300mm
Flue weight  28kg per/m
Flue diameter  300 x 300mm
Bracket weight  34kg
Heat Output  6kw
Finished in heat resistant paint to 600oC

THE MILAI The Milai contemporary and environmentally friendly bioethanol fireplace is not 
only elegant with its pedestal stand, it creates harmony with refined, and almost 
minimalist look, with the 360 degree rotation, to warm any area in the living 
room, or outside patio.

Suitable as an indoor or outdoor fireplace.Bioethanol fuelled only.

Dimensions, Weights & Specifications

Firebox diameter 900mm
Firebox weight 55kg
Firebox height 875mm
Pedestal stand diameter 750mm
Grate weight 12kg
Finished in heat resistant paint to 600oC

THE ZENTAI



HOW DOES IT WORK?

Spark guard 
(included with each wood fireplace purchase)

  Aether and Hearth spark guards
  Removable heat proof handles
  Colour matched to your fire

The Aether or the Hearth are fitted with either 
a XS340 EcoSmart grate insert & stainless steel 
burner or an EcoSmart XL500 burner which both 
use bioethanol fuel. The burner comes fitted with 
a grate designed for our fireboxes. 

The flue terminates in your ceiling with the 
suspension bracket. As bioethanol gives off nothing 
but water vapours there is no need for an external 
flue. The flue is therefore capped inside the 
suspension bracket so there is no heat transference 
into the roof space.

   BIOETHANOL IS AN ECO FRIENDLY FUEL 
THAT BURNS CLEAN AND HAS A MINIMAL 
CARBON FOOTPRINT.  

   UNLIKE FOSSIL FUELS, BIOETHANOL  
ISN’T A FINITE FUEL SOURCE, WHICH 
MEANS IT’S RENEWABLE. 

  THE FACT THAT NO FLUE OR CHIMNEY 
IS NEEDED MEANS MOST OF THE HEAT 
GENERATED STAYS IN THE ROOM.

   BIOETHANOL CONVERTS INTO A FINE 
WATER VAPOUR WHEN BURNED. IT IS 
THEREFORE VERY CLEAN.

CLEAN HEAT   
BIO ETHANOL IS 
THE FUEL OF THE 
FUTURE, TODAY.

Models tested and approved to certified Australian Standards AS/NZS 2918/4013 Compliant CE/British Building Reg. Approved. 
When you purchase an Aurora Fireplace quality is assured. Full warranty terms & conditions on website.



AURORA  
SUSPENDED 
FIRES

Australia’s premium suspended 
fireplace. It is completely 
revolutionary, a combination 
of a unique fireplace and an art 
piece, in a perfect balance.

Aurora Fires are securely connected in the roof space on a stainless steel ceiling 
bracket which is custom made to fit the pitch of the customer’s ceiling. 

A stainless steel ball bearing system connects the firebox to the lower flue, enabling 
the fire to be rotated around 360°. This unique feature allows the fire to be easily 
directed to face any part of the room.  

Aurora Suspended Fireplaces are open fireplaces, available as wood burning, 
bioethanol or a wood/bioethanol hybrid and come in a range of sleek finishes. 

HOW DO WE WORK?
It all starts here...



S u s p e n d e d  F i r e s




